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1. INTRODUCTION

This paperimprovesthe Hanison-Krepstheory for state-spaceeconomies. In principle,Hathson

and Kreps (1979) showed that the absenceof intertemporalarbitrage implies the existenceof a

numeraireanda choice of probability assessments(called a “martingalemeasure”) under which the

price of any security at any time may be viewedas its conditionalexpectedfuture payoff. In a state-

spacesetting, that is, an economy in which the securities’ dividendsandpricesat each time are func-

tions of an underlying Markov state processX, substitution of a Harrison-Kreps martingale measure

may destroy the Markov propertyof X. Indeed,so long as maikets are incomplete and the setting is

non-trivial, there existsan infinite collectionof such martingale measures,many of which will destroy

the Markov property. However,we shallshow in this paper that there is always at least onemartingale

measurewhich preservesthe Markov property. We also show that it is possible, and furthermore

analytically convenient, to avoid the Harrison-Kreps intertemporalchangeof numeraire, by instead con-

verting X to a sub-Markov processwhosedeathprobabilitiesaccount for time discounting.

Ross(1973)1 has suggesteda fundamentalrepresentation theorem for arbitrage-free markets. The

basic formulation can be summarized in the standardone-period (that is, two-date) framework using

notationas follows. Let

Pj = the price at date 0 of securityj,j=1,2, . ,J, and

a31 = p~,+ d31 = the payoff to security j atdate 1 if the prevailing
statethen is s,s = ~ ,S, wherePrj and d31 are the conditional
price and dividend, respectively,at date 1.

One versionof a no-arbitragecondition is:

No Arbitrage, One Period. There existsno portfolio x1 such that

Ejxjpj <0

and

E1xjasi � 0 for all statess= l,2,~.. ,S, (NA-1P)
where x1 is unconstrained.

‘Ross appears to have bare the first to recognizethat the separating.hyperplanenotion is the essentialfeatureof the no-
arbitrage characterizationbut seealsotheprecursorwork of Beja (1967)and (1971). Ross (1978)providesa more weildeveloped
expositionof the basic ideas.
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Ross’srepresentationresult statesthat thereexistsanonnegativesetof numbers(k,), independentoff,

such that

pi = Lk2a31 (R-1P)

if and only if (NA-1P) holds. This conclusion essentially rationalizesthe existenceof an implicit

(Aivow-Debreu-type2)price structure (k,) even when marketsare incomplete, that is, when the matrix

[a,1] is of rank less than S. (Of course, if [a,1] is of rank S, the quantities (k,) are uniquely deter-

mined by (exogenous)pricesandpayoffs; otherwisethey are non-unique.)

Subsequently,Rubinstein (1976) and others3 have employed a dividend-streams version of the

no-arbitrageparadigm. In this approach, an infinite numberof dates is assumed,and the stateat date t

is denoted as s(:). Implicit in this notation is that the set of possiblestates is uniform for eachdate;

with a slight loss of generality4, this is always possible by simply including calendartime as another

descriptor in the definition of the “state”. The no-arbitrage condition in this context is then

No Arbitrage, Dividend Stream. There existsno portfolio x1 such that

~jXjPj <0

and

~fxfd,(~)J� 0 for all statess(t) at all datest = 1,2,... (NA-DS)

with x1 unconstrained,where d,(1)J is the state-conditionaldividend of security j at datet.

The correspondingrepresentationtheorem would therefore seem5to begivenas

P1 = L,.1L(r)ks,Q)dg(,)j, k~,(,)nonnegative, (R-DS)

wherethe quantitiesk~,(,)areanalogousto a “term structure” of implicit (Arrow-Debreu) prices. (How-

ever,they do not necessarilyhaveall the propertiesa “term structure” should possess,as we shallshow

2
1f securities markets sin complete, then the implicit price structurewill be identical to the Armw-Debseuprices for

correspondingstate-contingentclaims; if marketsare incomplete,they will alsoindudecertainLagrangemultipliers reflectingop-
pottimity costsassociatedwith the inability to securevariouspayoffpaflerns.

3
Sce,for example,Cox andRoss (1976).

4
Exasnplesmay be constructed in which the dimensionalityof the statespaceexpands‘too rapidly’ as time increases;in

these,it may not be possible to establishastate‘superset’which applies suitably at each individual date.
5

Unfortunately, Farkas’ Lemnadoesnot generally hold for an infinite setof constraints.Thus on the technicalside, theRu-
binsteinrepresentationtheoremlacks sufficient conditionsto establishthe resultgiven. But this factmayhavefew practicalimpli-
cations, since counterexamplesto the theoremseemto be limited to set of ‘knife-edge” cases. For practicalpurposes,we might
acceptthe representationresultas following from some deeperdefinition of “arbitrage’,such as that givenby Kreps (1981).
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later, SeealsoExample 1.)

One critique of the aboverepresentationtheoremsis that no consideration is given to the arbitrage

possibilitiesofferedby future markets. Garman(1977) and others6 thereforereformulatethe arbitrage

problemas

No Arbitrage, Future Markels. There existsno portfolio x1 and future date‘r such that

E1x1p1 <0,

� 0 for all statess(t) and dates t = 1,2, . . ,~,

and

~
1

X
1

(P,(r)1 + d,(~)J)� 0 for all statess(t). (NA-FM)

(Note that a solution to (NA-FM), if one exists, would generally depend upon the future dale t.) The

correspondingrepresentation theorem is thus

v—i

Pj = ELc(j )kts(t)dS(t)f + ç~k~r~~ (Ps(~)j+ d,(~)J),for t = 1,2, . . , (R.F1~4)
t=1

whereagain the quantities(k,(,),) arenonnegative.

Although they might initially seem so, neither of the last two representation theorems is truly

intertemporalin nature, since neither considers the absenceof arbitrage as a continuing featureof the

economy. In other words, the no-arbitrage statements must apply to all choicesof present dates and

statesaswell as future datesand states. This fact has additional implications, and it is ourpurposehere

to develop these.

The remainderof the paperis organizedalong the following lines. In Section 2 we describethe

setup of the economy and define the absenceof intertemporalarbitrage. Barring intertemporalarbi-

trage, we constructa family of matrices satisfying the evolution (or Chapman-Kolmogorov) property

that plays the role of implicit state pricesbetweendates. In Section 3, we construct a Markov process

whose transition operatorsare the implicit state price matricesof Section 2. Under this Markov pro-

cess, the currentmarket value of any security is the conditional expectedvalueof its future dividends,

given the current value of the Markov process. Section 4 applies z-transformtheory to achieve simple

6
OarmanandOhlson(1980).
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closed-form solutions of security prices in the time-homogeneouscase. Section 5 extendsthe analysis

to the infinite-horizon case. Section 6 provides a complete equilibrium example along the lines of

Lucas (1978). The extension to ageneralstatespaceis handled in Section 7, while Section 8 addscon-

cluding remarks.

2. INTERTEMPORAL ARBITRAGE IN FINITE ECONOMIES

In this section, we establish the appropriateintertemporalarbitrage problem and derive the

corresponding representation results for finite economies. A finite economywill be understoodto pos-

sessa finite numberof securities,a finite numberof discretedates at which economicactivity can take

place,anda finite numberof possible statesat each date. As before,we make the simplifying assump-

tion that the set of possiblestatesis unifonn,that is, the samestatespaceapplies at eachdate. In finite

economies,there can be no loss of generality in this assumption.7Notation for this section will be as

follows:

t,t = 0,1,~ ,T = indicesfor dates, where T<oo.

= (1,2,...,S)= the (stationary)set of possiblestatesat each date; S is assumedto be finite. (In

otherwords, each distinctstateat each date is individually labelled.)

P~= [,p,~,],= the matrix of conditional pricesat time t; that is, the entry in row s and column j

gives the price of assetj in state SECl at date t.

= [d~J~= the conditional dividend matrix at time t; the rows again correspondto states, the

columns to assets.

x = [x1] = a column vector representinga portfolio position, where the j element gives the

amountof security j held in the portfolio.

= a matrix of implicit prices betweendates r and ‘r�t, with the rows of the matrix represent-

ing statesat date t, columnsrepresentingstatesat date t. Becauseof the assumeduniformity of

Cl, thematrix ,K~is square with S rows and columns.

~If adifferentsetof slatesexistsat eachdate, we simply form the union of these,which must againbe finite.
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Employing the abovematrix-vectornotation, the intertemporalversion of the no-arbitrageasser-

tion is as follows:8

DEFINITION 1 (No Arbitrage, Intertemporal):Given a finite economy,if for every (present)

datet and (future)date t > t, theredoesnot exist any portfolio vectorx suchthat

P,x <0

and

D,~1x� 0,

D~1x� 0,

(P.r + D~)x� 0, (NA-Il)

then the economyis intertemporallyarbitrage-free.

(The conventionson matrix inequalitieswill be as follows: “3’ 0” meansstrictly positive,that is, every

element of the given matrix or vector is positive; ‘>0” meanspositive,meaningsomeelementsmight

be zerowhile at leastone is positive; and “� 0” meansnonnegative,or all elementsare nonnegative.)

From Farkas’Lemmawe immediatelyconclude that there will exist nonnegativesquarematrices

cKv such that the representationresult

~ :KmDm+tK.rP~ (1)
m=t+1

holds for any particular choicesof t � t. However, we now go beyond this by consideringall ‘r � t

simultaneouslyand assertingthe existenceof a set of implicit pricematrices(,K~)which additionally

possessesthe “evolution” property,via an alternativedefinition:

DEFINITION 2 (Law of OnePrice,Intertemporal): If thereexistsasetof nonnegativeimplicit

pricematrices(,K.~)for which

E tKmD,,, + ~ CR41)

and, in addition, the matrices,K~possesstheevolution propertythat

For a slightly stmngerdefinition of intertemporal no-arbitrage, seetheAppendix.



= ~K,,K for all t�v�t,

then the economysatisfies the inlertemporal law of oneprice.

We state our centralfinite-economiesresult:

THEOREM 1 (Nonnegative Evolution System): A finite economyis intertemporallyarbitrage-

free if and only if it satisfiesthe intertemporallaw of oneprice.

Proof that Definition 2 implies Definition 1. This follows directly from the fact that CR-FM)

implies (NA-FM) for all choicesof dates, by means of Farkas’ Lemma applied to eachindividual

combination of dates.

Proof that Definition 1 implies Definition 2. This proof may be bestaccomplishedvia the fol-

lowing lemma, which has intuitive appealof its own:

LEMMA 1 (Local Arbitrage): If arbitrage is possiblebetweentwo dateswhich lie before

and after an intermediatetrading date, then arbitrage is alsopossiblebetweenoneof these

dates and the intermediatetrading date.

Proofof Lemma. Supposethe contrary: that arbitrage is unavailable in the successivesub-

periods that comprise a larger period, but that arbitrage is available in that larger period.

Let u <v <w be the initial, intermediate,and terminal trading dates involved, respectively.

By the absenceof arbitrage, it follows that (1) applies to each subperiod individually.

Hencewe have

= ~:M”m D~+ AK,, F,, (2)

and

P,, = K,, D,,, + ,,K,,, P~. (3)

Substituting (3) into (2), we have

= ~ ~K,,5Dm+ ~ ILK,, yKmDm+ UK,, ,,K~ ~w. (4)
mv+i

We let uKm BK,, ,,Km, m=v+1,...,w. Clearly thesematricesare nonnegative, being the

products of nonnegative matrices. Applying this definition, we see that (4) is a
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representationtheoremof form CR-IT) betweendates u and w. Therefore, applying Farkas’

Lemmain reverse,therecan be no arbitragebetweendatesu and w, contradictingour ori-

ginal assumption.Thiscompletesthe proofof the Lemma. U

Now we return to the final part of the proof of our original theorem: that intertemporalno-

arbitrageimplies the intertemporallaw of one price. Here we needonly note the constructive

nature of the proof of the Local Arbitrage lemma. That is, supposearbitrage is prohibited

betweenall adjacentdates;then implicit price matrices0K1, 1K2,...,r_1Kr, all exist and are nonne-

gative. From these we may build up all two-period implicit price matrices: 0K2 0K1 1K2,

1K3 1K22K3, and so on. Theseare nonnegativeand were shown to preclude two-period arbi-

trage. Three-periodmatrices may thenbe constructed, and so on; the associative law of matrix

productsassuresthe uniquenessof theconstruction,given the one-periodmatrices. By definition,

a set of matrices(or more generally, operators)(BK,.,) suchthat UK,,, = BK,, ,,K~ for all u �v�w

(and which includes 14Kg = I, the identity matrix) is termed an evolutionsystem.

Thiscompletesthe proofof Theorem 1. U

At this point, two corollaries are immediate.

COROLLARY 1. (Myopic Arbitrageur) Define two trading datesto be “adjacent” if there is no

other trading datebetweenthem. Then finite induction maybe applied to Lemma 1 to show that

if arbitrage is available over a number of trading dates, it is available between at least two adja-

cent tradingwithin these;conversely,if arbitrageis ruled out between all adjacent trading dates,

then it is ruled out completely. Thus an arbitrageurneedonly look to the next trading date to

securehis arbitrage profits, if any.

Although simple, this corollary representsthe essenceof the Local Arbitrage Lemma: in a finite

economy, a repeated “myopic” no-arbitrage restriction ensures a global no-arbitrage restriction. On a

related note, we observe that the portfolio strategy“x” contemplated in (NA-IT) is fixed, representing a

“buy-and-hold” strategy. Is it of any purpose to investigate dynamic (that is, path-contingent) portfolio

strategiesas possibly enriching the arbitrage opportunities? The answer is negative:
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COROLLARY 2. (Buy-and-Hold Arbitrageur) Since local no-arbitrage implies global no-

arbitrage, and since all strategiesare necessarily “buy-and-hold” betweenadjacent trading dates,

“dynamic” arbitrage strategiesaddno new arbitrage possibilities in a finite economy.

We now distinguisha specializedclassof finite economies:

DEFINITION 3 (Stationary Economies): If an intertemporally arbitrage-free finite economy

possessesan implicit price evolution system (~K~)with ,K~= ~ whenever (t — ‘r) = (t ‘— t’) � 0

(that is, implicit prices area function of only the Lime betweentwo dates),then the economy is

termedstationary.

In other words, the implicit price matrix for a stationary economy dependsonly on the time period

elapsingbetween the datewhen the payoffs occur and the dateat which they arevalued. We then have

the additional

COROLLARY 3 (Semigroup Property) In a stationary, intertemporally arbitrage-free finite

economy,the implicit price matrices f~K~)of Theorem 1 form a semigroupof operators.

This follows by the definition of a semigroup,which is merely an evolution systemunder conditionsof

stationarity. (The semigroup is not necessarilya group, becausethe implicit price matrices need not

possessesinverses.)The stationarity assumptionprovides numerous simplifications, which are exploited

more fully later.9 For example, it is clear that the semigroup is fully specified by the implicit price

structure betweenadjacentdates, that is, ~K~+1= K (K is sometimessaidto generate the semigroup),

and that ,K~= Ktt.

We conclude this section with someclarifying remarks,and thenillustrate thesewith an example.

First it should be noted that, generallyspeaking,the implicit price matricesperform for economies

under uncertainty the same role that discount rates perform for economies under certainty. In

economieswith no uncertainty, the evolution propertyi~well known under the rubric of “term struc-

9
Also, for implications andconjecturesregardingsemigrouppricing in continuoustime, seeGarman(1985).
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Lure” properties. For instance,it is widely recognizedthat a five-period discount rate must be the pro-

duct of successivetwo- and three-perioddiscountratesin order to avoid arbitrage. In this section we

havemerelyplacedthe implicit price matricesof finite economieswith uncertaintyon an equal footing:

a five-period implicit price matrix follows from the product of the two-period and three-period ones.

Next, it shouldbe noted that our discussionsof the implicit price matricesalways involved existence,

not uniqueness. Since markets may not be “complete”, as discussedin the previous section, the

correspondingevolution systemsof implicit price matricesmay not be unique;multiple evolution sys-

tems may solve CR-ri) when arbitrage is absent in the senseof (NA-fl’). Finally, it shouldbe noted

that in incomplete securitiesmarkets, there may also be nonnegativesolutions of CR-IT) which do not

constitute an evolution system. But if this is so, arbitrage is precludedand so there must alsoexist an

evolution systemwhich solves CR-IT) as well. Thesepointsare illustratedby the firstexample.

Example1. Supposethere are threedates, 0,1,2,with two statesat each date. Assumefurther
that only one security exists, and that its conditional price and dividend matrices are (exo-
genously)given as

300 250 200
240 ‘ 210 ‘ 200

and

200 0

D1= ~, D2= ~
it is quickly verified that the setof positive implicit price matrices

1.20 .701 — 1.80 .301 — 1.31 .45
~ L4o .20]’ 1’2’ L60 .30J’ O/2 Lii .40

will solve the three representation equations P0 = of~D1 +~J1P1,
P0=

0
1

1
D

1
+ ~J

2
D

2
+

0
J
2

P
2

, and P1 = 112D2 + 112P2. But it is also clear that
(oJl,1

1
2,OJZ)cannotconstitute an evolution system,since 0J2 � 011112. Nevertheless,the ex-

istenceand positivity of theseimplicit price matrices assurethe absenceof arbitrage opportun-
ities. Therefore it is also guaranteed,by Theorem 1, that at least one implicit price structure
having the evolution property exists,for instance

1.40 .401 1.so .sol 1.32 .40
= L2o .50]’ 1K2 = L30 .5oJ’ 0K2 — L25 .35

The latter matricescan be shownboth to solve therepresentationequations and to possessthe
evolution systemproperty.
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3. MARKOV VALUATION OF SECURITIES

In this section we characterizethe arbitrage-freeprice of a secunty as the conditional expected

valueof its future payoutsgiven the currentvalue of a constructedMarkov process.This providesa

foundation for statisticaltesting proceduresrestingupon Markoviandistributional assumptions,and for

such theoreticalresults as the recentcharacterizationof long-term interest ratesby Dybvig, Ingersoll,

andRoss(1985). As in previoussectionsweassumeafinite economy,generalizingthis lateron.

We first briefly review the characterizationof a Markov processX =(X
0

,X
1

,”~ Xr) with state

spaceQ = (1 ,2,...,S)in termsof its transition operators(,fl~),where, for times t and r> t, ~ is a

positive SXS matrix with rows summingto unity. The (ij) element of ~ is the probability that

= j given thatX1 = i. For X to be Markov, thesematricesmust satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov

equation

(5)

whenever t � s� ‘r. If f is any function on ~, say the payoff of a security at time t, we can equally

well treat! as a vector in Rs,andobtainthe relation

E [f(X~)IX1=sJ={1rI~f].

or in vector form,

E [f (Xe) I X~]= turf. (6)

We now suppose,as in the previous section,that D
1

,D
2

,~ . ,J)~.and Po,P1,...,P~are SxJ matrices

representingthe dividendsandpricesof I given securitiesat eachdate t = 0,1,2,...,T. Let pj (s) denote

the (sj) elementof P,, or the price of security j at date t in states, and likewise for dft (s).

DEFINiTION 4 (Asset Growth Condition). The price-dividendsequence(P, ,1),) satisfiesthe

assetgrowthcondition if, for each time t and security j,

maxIpj~(s)I�maxlpJ,+l(s)+dft+l(s)I. (7)

Interpreting, the assetgrowth condition means that whateverstate obtainscurrently, one need

never invest more in any security than the most one could receivefrom it the following date. We now

add two more definitions, with an eye towards showing the relationship between the assetgrowth
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condition and nonnegativeinterestrates.

DEFINiTION 5 (Riskless Asset).If for every date t and state s there exists a portfolio for

which the next-date payoff is 1 ~ (1,1,...,1)ER5, then we say that the economy is inhabited by

the riskiessasset.

DEFINITION 6 (Impatience). If the implicit price matrices(,K.j of an economycan be chosen

so that

1 � ~ 1 for all t and r�t, (8)

then we say that the economyexhibits impatience.

LEMMA 2 (NonnegativeInterest Rates). If an intertemporallyarbitrage-free economy exhibits

impatience, then it satisfiesthe growth condition. If an intertemporally arbitrage-free economyis

inhabited by the riskiessassetand satisfies the growth condition, then it exhibits impatience.

Proof. We first show that (8) implies (7): From the absenceof intertemporal arbitrage, wehave

nonnegativenumbers~K~+1= [k, (s,s’)] such that

p1t(s) =

for allj ands. Hence

‘Pit(S)’ = I~,~k~(s,s’)(pJ,+l(s’)+dfl+l(s’))I

= ~ fp1~+i(s’)+dj÷i(sD)lk,(s,sD

� maxi +l(sD+dfl+l(s’))IL.kc(s,s’)

� mxl (Pft+1(sD+djt+1(sD)I

Since this inequalityholdsfor all s, it is seenthat (8) implies (7).

Now supposethat the growth condition (7) obtainsand that the economyis inhabitedby the risk-

lessasset. Then by (7)

maxö,(s)� 1,

where the right handside is the payoff to the riskiess assetand the left handside is the price of

the risklessasset In vector terms, this implies that
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sincethe inequality must then hold for all statess. By the absenceof intertemporalarbitrage,we

have implicit prices (,K,.,.1) suchthat

8, =.,K,.~1.

Combiningthe last two equationsthendemonstrates(8). R

Since [1IGK~1),]—1 is the implicit (r—t)-period interestrate for risklessborrowingat date t in

states, the secondpart of the lemma is fairly interpretedas: impatienceimplies nonnegativeinterest

rates whenever such rates are well-defined, that is, via the presenceof the risidessasset. However,

impatience is a somewhat stronger propertyinsofaras it providesa“contraction” conditionon implicit

prices even when the risklessassetis absent.

Nonnegative matrices (,K~} satisfying the evolution property (which in probability theory is

referred to as the Chapman-Kolmogorovcondition ) as well as relationship (8) are known as sub-

Markov transition operators. They can representthe transition probabilities of a Markov processX

which can also “die” with non-zeroprobability. It is conventional to adjoin a new cemeterystate t to

the original state space~, and to suppose that such a Markov processis “captured” by the cemetery

state when it dies. That is, let ~f fltjt and, for eacht and t�t, let

[1_~K~11L]. (9)

We can then harmlesslyextendthe definition of (P,,I),) to so that pp(fl=d1~(1)=0for all t andj,

leaving the following representation theorem for intertemporallyarbitrage-freesecurity valuation.

THEOREM 2 (Markov Valuation). Supposean intertempoiallyarbitrage-freeeconomyexhibits

impatience. Then thereexists a Markov processX =X0~1,~. . ~) (with state spaceQ~)such

that, forany securityj anddatest,t�1,

pft(X,) = E [z~+id~xm+ p1~(X~)IX~]. (10)

Proof. By Theorem1 andLemma2, thereexist nonnegativeimplicit pricematrices(,Kj satis-

fying (R-IT), the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations(5), as well as the sub-Markovproperty (8).

By adjoining the cemetery state t as in the previousdiscussion,wecan extend (,K~) by (8) to

proper Markov transitionmatrices (,flj for someMarkov processX. Then (10) is implied by
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(R-rr) and (6). •

Of coursethe Markov pricing formula (10) also holds without adjoiningacemeterystateby treat-

ing X as a sub-Markov process. In that case,the discountingfor time is implicit in the probability that

X doesnot survive.

Example2. We now extendExample I to the constructionof a Markov valuationprocess.
Recall thatan implicit price structurehaving the evolution property wasgiven, namely

1.40 .401 1.50 .501 1.32 .40= L2o .50]’ 1K2 = L30 .50]’ 0K2 = L25 .35

The correspondingMarkov transition operatorsarethen
1.00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00 1.00 .00 .00

ofli = .20 .40 .40 , 1112 = .00 .50 .50 ‘ 0112 = .28 .32 .40
.30 .20 .50 .20 .30 .50 .40 .25 .35

it is readily verified that J111~2= 0112. Interest rates are determinedby examining thenon-
diagonalelementsof the first columnsof the 11 matrices, which are termed the “killing rates”
of the Markov process. Then the interestrate in state and date is directly related to the
correspondingkilling rate; for example, the interest rate betweenstate 1 at date0 and date 2
is the killing rate divided by its differencefrom 1.0, namely .28/(1-.28)= .389 over the two
periods.

It may be remarked that the Markov valuationfonnula (10) is less general than the Harrison-

Kreps (1979) martingalemeasurevaluation model,but offers a more specific pricing structure. In the

presentsetting,the existenceof a Harrison-Krepsmartingalemeasureimplies, for datest andt � t and

somesecurity j, that there existsan expectationoperatorE’ such that

P, E [L~=~+1D~+P~IFtJ~ (11)

whereF, is the informationset (a-algebrafor information)at date t. Thereis nothing in (11) suggest-

ing the existenceof a Markov processX satisfying(10). Indeed, even if pj~()andd~()are functions

of an exogenouslygiven Markov processY = (Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4), it is not generallythe case that Y would

retain the Markov property under the change to a martingale measureinherent within (11). For

instance,take Y to be a three-stateprocesswith T=4 and two securities,one risky and one a riskiess

numeraire. Barring arbitrage,one can then constructa martingalemeasuresuch that (11) holds, but

with the property that the transition probabilities at date 3 for Y4 dependupon Y2, contradicting the
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Markov property. Of courseonecan alsoconstructMarkov transitionprobabilities giving risk-neutral

pricing; that is the point of Theorem 2. It should also be pointed out that, for Theorem2, oneneednot

assumethe existenceof a riskless numeraire,or otherwisenormalizeprices. In the Haxrison-Kreps

model, the discountingfor time is implicit in their normalizationto a prescribednumerairespanningall

dates;by contrast,the Markov valuationmodel hastime-discountingimplicit in the survival probabili-

ties of the sub-Markov“pricing” process. This generalityis not without its cost: we mustassumethat

the given securitypricesand dividends are path-independent,or functions only of the currentstate,and

not (in addition) of the historicalpath of states. Whetherthis cost is severe dependsupon the difficulty

of re-defining statesso as to transforma path-dependent structureinto an equivalent path-independent

one, a context-specificprocedure.’°

4. TRANSFORM ANALYSIS OF THE STATIONARY CASE

Supposethe implicit price matrices (,K~)for someimpatient,intertemporally arbitrage-free econ-

omy are generatedby the one-period constant matrix K. We then have, for any datest and‘r � t,

P, = ~:~KmD~ + K~tP.C. (12)

We now employ z-transformsfor a convenient closed-formsolution of (12). For any sub-geomethc

(saybounded)sequenceF (F1,F2, . ), let P denote the s-transformofF, definedby

P(Z)~Zz”Fa,0�z<l.

There is a one-to-onecorrespondencebetweensuch sequencesF and their z -transformsP. We call F

the inverse traMform of P. (Onemay consultstandardtablesfor z -transform pairs.) After somemani-

pulation, the s-transform definition tells us that the sequenceFa ~K”, n =0,1,2,..., has z-transform

fl(2) = (I —zK)
1

. For a security paying the constant dividend vectord d1, =(d1,d2, . ~ we

will also want to compute the sum ~,~1Kmd, and can make use of the z-transform Ô of

G (n) = E~Ka. Somemanipulationthenyields

O(z) = —~——(I— zK)’.1—s

10 On a historicalnote,the notion that securitypricesmaybe treatedas their expectedpayoffunder sonicprobabilities goes

back to a commentin Arrow (1953).
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Example3. Supposestationarityholds in such a fashion that

[1/2 1/6
= 11/3 1/3

Thenby factorizationwe find that

‘I — K’~ — 1 [1 — z/3 z/6\ Z / — (1—z/6X1—2z/3) 1 z/3 1z/2

Applying apartial-fractionsexpansion then yields

~ —1 — 1 1213 1/31 1 [1/3 —1/3

— — (1—2z13) 12/3 i/3j + (1—z/6) 1—2/3 2/3
Let P(5)=(I —zK)1. Noting that the inverse s-transform of 1/(1—az)is &, we have the in-
verse transform

F (n) = (2/3)” [~~]+ (1/6)” [~j~~
As claimed,K” = F(n) for all n � 1. A portfolio payinga es(_3,9)’at a date n periodsfrom
the presentis thus currently valued at

(213)” [~]+ (1/6)”

Let G(n)=E,~jKm.Then

O(z)= __!__(J_zKy-’1—z

— z 11/3 —1/31 z 12/3 1/3
— (1—z)(l—z/6) L—2/3 2/3 ] + (l—z)(l—2z/3) 12/3 1/3

Again by partial-fractionexpansion,

a — 6/5 615 11/3 —1/31 3 3 1213 1/3(z)— 1—s — 1—z16 1213 2/3 ] + 1—s — 1—z/6 [2/3 1/3

Taking inversetransformsanddistributing the constants,

G(n) = [i — (1/6’)”] ~ ~ + [i — (2/3)”] [~~].
Supposea givenportfolio paysthedividend vector d = (3,12)’ for eachof the next n periods,

countingthe currentperiod. The cwn-dividendmarketvalue of the portfolio is then given as

G(n)d = [nrn] + (1/6)” [_18/55] — (213)” {~].

5. THE INFINITE-HORIZON STATIONARY CASE

We again considerthe stationarycase~K~+1= K for all t, yielding the pricing relation (12). We

furthermore now assumestrict impatience, in the sensethat (8) holds with strict inequality. Then the

implicit price matrix K can be chosento be “strictly contractive,” meaning that all of its rows sum to

strictly less than unity. Strict impatience then implies that K” -4 0 as m —, °°. We now consider a
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security whose price and dividend vectorsp and d are independentof time. (This maybe thought of

as a “perpetual” security which always pays the samedividend, given the state; of course,such divi-

dendsmay be state-dependent.)Since(12) implies that

= T~=~Kmd+ K”p

forall n � 1, wecan let n -3oo, leaving

p = T~1KTMd= G d,

whereG esE~1Km. By a well-known seriescalculation,G = (I—K)’ — I whereI is the SxS iden-

tity mathx. Sthct impatience implies the convergenceof this seriescalculation, which is then seento

provide for the valuation of all “perpetual” securities.

Example4. Consider again, from Example3,
— [1/2 1/6K — [1/3 1/3

We calculate

‘ K’ 1...J7/53/5
(‘ ) ~L6/54/5

Supposea security always pays a dividend of 1 in state 1 and 2 in state 2, or d = (1,2)’.
Then

— 1 —i 1 — [its 3/51 Iii — 113/5
— 1(!—K) —Ijd — 16’S 4/Si [2J — [14/5

If security prices are calculatedcwn-dividend rather than ex-dividend, we havep = (I —K~1d.

The matrix (I -K)’ is known as the potential operatorcorresponding11to the semigroup (KTM).

For the type of result explored by Dybvig, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985),wherein the Markov valua-

tion processX must satisfy a “mixing” condition, we may wish the transition operatorsfor X to be

strictly positive. A sufficient “strict no arbitrage”condition is statedin the Appendix.

6. A COMPLETE EQUILIBRIIJM EXAMPLE

Consideran economy with the following primitives. An exogenouslygiven S-state Markov pro-

cessY is governedby the stationarytransition matrix H. There are J securitiesdefined by the dividend

~‘ For furtherresultsconnectingpotentialtheoryto thevaluationof securities,seeDuffie (1985).
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functions d = (d
1

,d
2

,” - 4,)wheresecurityj pays’2d1(s)� 0 at datet if I’1 is in states, for every t.

Aggregateconsumptionis thus C(s) es EJ,,,dj(s)in states at any date. Subject to a short-salesrestric-

tion and a budgetconstraint,the representativeagentis free to hold securitiesin arbitraryamounts,with

the objective of maximizing lifetime expected utility for consumption. Assumingthat this agent

possessesanadditively separableutility function, he or shefaces the problem:

maxE

subjectto, for all t, the consumption,portfolio, and budget constraints

c~�0,b~+,�0,

c, +p’,b~~1�W~

W, mb’,Epr+d(Y~)},

where 0<p <1 is a time-impatience factor, u is a strictly concave increasingdifferentiable function, c~

is the current consumption choice,b5~1is the current portfolio of securitieschosenat datet to carry to

date t+1, andPt is the currentvectorof securitiesprices. An equilibrium for this (one-agent)economy

is easily showto existin the form: c~=C(Y~),b, =(1,1,...,1),and for all t,

= u’(C(Y,)) E [z~~+,p~_tul(C(Y1))d(Y,)I}’~

Thus we have the implicit price matrices

,K~=A r_tp~_tA_l,

where A is the diagonalSxS matrix whose s-th diagonalelement is u ‘(C(s)). This exampleyields

stationarypricing, as in Example 3, with ,K,~, = K = pA flA~.We note, however,that in contrastto

the infinite horizon version of Lucas (1978),Pt is not a constantfunction of Y~,but dependson the

amountof time remaining. We do, nonetheless,have whatLucashascalled the “stochasticEulerequa-

tion”:

Pt = A’pflA (d +pt+j),

wherePt andd are treatedas SxJ matrices in theobviousmanner.

12
The assumptionof nonnegative dividends and nonnegativesecurityportfolios may be weakenedsomewhat,bet is con-

venienthere.
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In order to apply ourz-transform methodsfor a closed-formsolution,let

V(T—t)mA(p~+d), (14)

q EAd,

so that V(n) is the productof marginalutility and (cum-dividend)priceswith n periodsleft to go. We

thenhave

V(n+1)=q+pHV(n), 1�n�T. (15)

Letting ~ denotethe z-transfocmof V. we take the z-transformof bothsidesof (14) to obtain

— V(0)] = + pfl1~(z),

which after some manipulationyields

= (I — pz rl)’q + (I — pz fl~1V (0).

We have also the boundary conditionV(0)=q, sincePr =0. This leaves

= O(z)q

where O(z)rez/(1—z)(I—pzflY’. Taking inversez-transforms,we see that

V(n)=G(n)q,

whereG is the inversetransformof O. Finally, from (14),

Pt = A1V(T—t) — d = [A’G(T—t)A — I]d. (16)

For a specific numerical example,’3supposethat p = .5 and Y is a two-stateprocesswith transi-

tion matrix

— 11/2 1/2
~- L~/53/5

Thus by factorizationandpartial fractiondecomposition,

— 1 [28/9 10/191 1 1—8/9 —10/91 1 1—100/171 100/171
G(z)— TT 18/19 30/19j + 1—z/2 1—8/9 10/9J + 1—z/20 L 80/171 —80/171

Taking inversetransforms

G — [28,19 10/191 1 1—8/9 —10/91 1 1—100/171 iootiiil(n) — 18/19 30/19J + j L—8/9 —10t9J + j~5~1 80/171 —80/l71J (17)

Suppose aggregateconsumption is C(1) = 4 in state 1, C(2) = 9 in state 2, and that u(c,) = (c~)5.

‘
3

Thescnumericalcalculationsarefrom a differentapplicationby Howard (1960),pp.
78

-
7

9.
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Then u’(c~)= .5(cJ3and
_11/4 01. A_~_~40

A—10 1/61’ 106

Taking a security dividend to be, say, d, = (4,3)’, we can use (16) to easily calculatea closed-form

solution for pit for all datest, namely

T-t
11321191 1 1—52191 1 I [—200/1711 [4

I’it = 1138/191+ i~ 1—78/91+ i6~J 1240/171 J — 13
One may drop the last term for curn-dividendpricing, which we find to be a moretractableconvention

in this typeof model. We note that, as T—t -4 on, the limit p~,-4 (56/19,81/19)’obtains. This is of

coursepreciselythe pricevectorprescribedin Lucas’ infinite horizonmodel. In matrix form the Lucas

model is then

P =(A’G
1

,.4—I)D, (18)

where

~,~ptflt = (I — pflT’

is termed the resolventoperatoê4For the given numerical example,

— 1252/171 90/171G~—L721171 270/171 -

7. THE GENERAL STATE SPACE

In somecases,the state spacecannot reasonably be deemedfinite. The statespacemay include,

for example,a continuum of capital stock levels in the economy. In this sectionwe extend our results

to a general statespace(Q,F ,ji), whereF is a a-algebraof subsetsof Q and ~i is a a-finite measureon

(Q,F). A typical example would take Q to be R’ (or a measurable subsetof Ri’), with the usual

(Borel) subsetsF and the usual (Lebèsgue)measurep. This would handlethe caseof an n-dimensional

statevector. We allow the portfolio spaceL, at any date: to be a (possiblyinfinite-dimensional)sub-

spaceof L = L~f ,p), the spaceof (equivalenceclasses)of essentiallybounded,measurablefunc-

tions on (1. A given portfolio payoff a in L5+, is thus treated as a (bounded) random variable

representing a payoff of a (w) in the stateo~(~at date t+1. We assumethe availability of riskiess bor-

rowing in the form of portfolios having payoff 1EL~for all t, where 1(w) 1, for all w~~2.The price
14

SeeDuffie (1985) for thepenpestiesof the resolventoperator.
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of the security aEL~+iat date t is denoted as Via, and is also takento be arandom variable in L~

whose value (V~a](w) in state te representsthe price at date t in statew of a claim to the payoff a at

datet+1. By the definition of portfolio formation,L,~1is a linear subspaceof L. By the linearity of

prices of portfolios and an assumedabsenceof arbitrage,V~is a linear operator(from L~+, into L).

The absenceof arbitrageadditionally implies that V~is a positiveoperator,or V~x�0 whenever x �0,

denotedV, �0. (Recall our conventions on matrix inequalities.) More formally, we shall say that

(V,,t=0,1,..) is arbitrage-free if V~�0for all:.

The norm hail of a random variable a in L~is defined to be the essential supremumof

(I a(w) I, we~). The norm of a linear operator V on a linear subspaceL of L into L is defined to

be IIVI I sup(hlVa II; aEL, I Ia lI�1). If IIVII <on, we say V is continuous. The general-

state-space-analogueto the finite-state-spaceimpatience condition (8) is then

I IV,I I � 1 forallt. (19)

Our notion of an implicit price matrix ~K1+1from the finite-state-spacecasegeneralizesto the concept

of an implicit price operator ,K,.1.1: L~— L~,a positive linear operatorthatextends V~to L~,meaning

that ,K,~1a= V~afor all a in L,~,.For a Markov valuation formula, we would also like ,K,.,.1 to be a

norm-preservingextension,that is, I I ,K1.,., I I = I I V~I I. The existenceof such an extension is esta-

blished by the following result from Duffie (1985).

LEMMA 3 (Valuation Extension). SupposeL is a linear subspaceof L~’and V:L —L~is a

positive continuous linear operator. If 1EL, thenV has a positive, linear, norm-preserving exten-

sion KL—~L.

A sub-Markov processX = (X
0

,X,,-. } with statespace (Q,F$t) is characterizedby a collec-

tion (fl~,11,,--. ) ofpositivelinearoperatorswith hI11Il�1 forall t,havingthepmperty:

[fl,f}(s)=E fr(x~+1)IX1=s] (20)

for all t and all f in L. Thus, given the previousExtension Lemma, we immediately recover the

general-state-spaceanalogueto the Markov ValuationTheorem 2:

THEOREM 3 (Markov Valuation in a General State Space). Suppose (V0,V,,~) is

arbitrage-free and exhibits impatience (19). Then there exists a sub-Markov process
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X = (X
0

,X
1

,-- ) such that, for any dates t and ‘r � t, andany securityj,

p~(s)=E ~ =5]. (21)

Comment.As with the finite-state-spacecase,we can take X to be a proper(ratherthan a sub-)

Markovprocessby adjoiningacemeterystate1, and carryingout afew measure-theoretictechni-

calities.

Proof. By the conditions on (V1) and Lemma 3, there exist positive, linear, norm-preserving

extensions ffl~) of (V,). Let X be a sub-Markovprocesswith one-step transition operators

(fl,). Then (21) follows from (20) and iteration. •
Relation (21) alsoholds in the infinite-horizon case. For convergenceto the pricing formula

p11(s)E [~+idjm~m)~:=~]

oneneedsan additional condition, for examplestrict impatience: I IV, I I � ~<1 for all t. In the sta-

tionary casewith strict impatience, wehave p = Gd, where G is the potentialoperatorassociatedwith

a positive, linear, norm-preservingextension of V = V,, d eL~is the dividend function (of the state)

paid by a security at eachdate, and p is the priceof the security, againa function of the state. Further

analysisof the stationaryinfinite-horizon caseis provided in Duffie (1985).

& CONCLUSIONS

This paper adopts an intertemporal viewpoint on arbitrage, which provides implications beyond

the standard representation results. In particular, we find that in a finite-state, finite-dateeconomy,no-

arbitrage as a local condition (that is, betweenadjacent trading dates) implies the global absenceof

arbitrage. Moreover, such absenceof arbitrage exists if and only if thereexists a set of nonnegative

implicit prices exhibiting the evolution property. Provided that the economyalso exhibits impatience,

theseimplicit price matrices representsub-Markovtransition operatorsunder which the pricesof securi-

ties are the expectedvalues of future payoffs. When a cemeterystate is adjoined to the state space,a

proper Markov processresults instead. That is, associatedwith every intertemporally arbitrage-free

finite economy which exhibits impatience is a Markov processwhich values all securitiesas their

expectedfuture payoffs. The z-transform is introducedas a useful tool in computing valuationquanti-
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ties. A complete equilibrium example along the lines of Lucas (1978) is presented. Finally, the

analysisis extendedto theinfinite-horizon andgeneral-state-spacesettings.

APPENDIX: Strict No-Arbitrage

By strengtheningsomewhat the definition of no-arbitrage, wecould take the matrices(,K~) to be

strictly positivevia

DEFINI1’ION 1’ (Strict No Arbitrage, Intertemporal): A finite economy is strictly free of

intertemporal arbitrage if, for any portfolio x E R’ satisfying,for somet > t,

D,÷1x� 0,

D~1x� 0,

(P~+ Djx � 0,

with strict inequality holding for someu with t+1�u � t, it follows thatP,x~ 0.

Restrictedto a static setting, strict no-arbitrageis equivalent to the “no free lunch” condition of

Kreps (1981) for finite economies. In our intertemporalsetting, the correspondingcounterpartof the

law of one price is

DEFINITION 2’ (Strict Law of One Price, Intertemporal): If there existsa setof strictly posi-

tive implicit price matrices (,K~) for which

Z tKmDm+tKtP~ (R-IT)
iii=t+1

and,in addition,the matrices1K~possesstheevolution property, in that

,K~=,K55K~ forall t�v�r,

then the economysatisfiesthe strict intertenzporal law of oneprice.

The following analogueto Theorem 1 asserts the equivalence between the two foregoing

definitions, which is demonstratedvia Stiemke’s Lemma,a close relative of Farkas’ Lemma. (Strict

impatience may then be addedto satisfy the needfor convergencein the infinite-horizon case.)
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THEOREM 4 (Positive Evolution System): A finite economyis strictly free of intertemporal

arbitrage if andonly if it satisfiesthe strict intertemporallaw of one price. Moreover, there exists

a sub-Markov processX with strictly positive transition operators satisfying (10) under either of

the additionalconditions:

(i) the economyis inhabitedby a riskiessassetand exhibits impatience (nonnegative interestrates);

or

(ii) the economyexhibits strict impatience ((8) with strict inequality).

Proof. By Stiemke’sLemma (seee.g.Mangasarian (1969, p.34)), if the economyis strictly free

of intertemporalarbitrage, the implicit price mathces (,R,4.1} can be chosento be strictly positive.

This proves the first assertion.For the secondassertion,suppose(i), i.e. inhabitation by a riskless

assetand impatience. Then we have 1K1~11� 1 by the proof of Lemma 2, and we are done.

Alternatively, suppose(ii), that wecan chooseimplicit price matrices (,K1~1) such that

,R,~1ici for all t. (22)

For sufficiently small ae(0,1), we have ,R,.~a,R.~+ (1—a),R,~1satisfying ,R~,.141 c1 for all t.

Thus (,R~,R,.4.1 ~1R~)are satisfactoryimplicit pricematrices,clearly possessingtheevolu-

tion property, $

In simple economicterms,Definition 1’ admitsarbitrage in the following casewhere Definition 1

doesnot: Supposea portfolio maybe purchasedfor nothingand yet pays off a positive amountin some

futurestate,but that it is nonethelessimpossible to resellany amountof this contingent claim for more

than zero. In this case,the arbitrageurmust reflect on the possibility that the economymay value the

claim at zero becauseeither the stateis deemedimpossibleor catastrophic. (Consider the valueof a

claim that pays$1 if the world is totally desiroyedis buying this claim for nothingan arbitrageoppor-

tunity?) Under strict no-arbitrage,the modeler may be burdenedwith more careful selection of the

appropriatestate space,whereasthis may be achievedwith simpler forms of consensusassessmentin

the ordinary no-arbitragecase. In finite economiesit appearsunnecessaryto theoreticallyconfront the

issue. However, it can be conjecturedthat, in analogyto the usual treatmentsof continuous-time sto-

chastic processes,it will prove much more convenient in continuous-timeeconomiesto employ strictly
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positive valuation operators. For this reason,the above alternativedefinition of arbitrage bears serious

consideration.
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